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On Sampling a Function and its Derivatives 
AMOS NATHAN* 
11 Habroshim Ave., Haifa, Israel 
Whittaker's ampling theorem is extended to periodic and not necessarily 
simultaneous sampling of band-limited functions g(t) and their derivatives 
gin(t); l = 1,..., n -- 1. Uniqueness is established and explicit results for 
function reconstruction are provided. Further generalizations include arbitrary 
shifts of a finite number of sample points and sampling m the complex domain. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Whittaker's ampling theorem (Whittaker, 1915; McNamee et al., 1971) 
for the reconstruction of a frequency-band-limited time-function g(t), from 
its uniform (i.e., equidistant) samples g(k); k ~ J (the class of integers); has 
been extended by Fogel (1955) and Jagerman and Fogel (1956) to include the 
simultaneous sampling of g(t) and its first derivative. Fogel's work (1955) is 
quite incomplete in its attempt to treat higher derivatives. Jagerman and 
Fogel (1956) give an explicit solution for uniform sampling of a function and 
its first derivative and also extend the results to the complex domain by a 
method which, in principle, could be used for higher derivatives but cannot 
readily be adapted to more complicated situations. 
Kohlenberg (1953) and Yen (1956) consider periodic sampling of g(t). 
Yen (1956) also discusses arbitrary shifts of a finite number of sample points 
from their periodic locations. 
We treat here, more generally, the reconstruction ofg(t) from gm(k + h~); 
l : 0,..., n - -  1;0 ~<t~ < 1;p = 1,..., m~ ;he  J. 
The resulting expression is of the form 
g(t) ~- ~ gm(k + t,~) s~( t  -- k -- t~,), (1) 
where the summation is over all sample points and over all those values of 
g~)(t) that are sampled thereat. Sk,~(t) is a sampling or reconstruction 
function. 
* Unemployed. 
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Algebraic equations for the Fourier transforms of the sampling functions 
are derived, first for uniform simultaneous sampling, i.e., tz~ = O, and sub- 
sequently for periodic and for nonsimultaneous sampling. Uniqueness is 
proved and a generalized sampling theorem is established which is then used 
in order to verify explicit expressions for the sampling functions in the periodic 
case t~ = t~. Sampling functions for nonsimultaneous sampling are deter- 
mined as linear combinations of functions for simultaneous sampling. The 
effect of arbitrary shifts of a finite number of sample points from their periodic 
locations is considered and, finally, sampling in the complex domain. 
ii. UNIFORM SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLING 
It is required to recover the (complex-valued) function g(t) of the real 
variable t from the samples 
g(k) ~gl°~(k); g~Z~(k); 1 = 1 , . . . ,n -  1; k~J ,  
of g(t) and its first n -- 1 derivatives, provided that the Fourier transforms 
G(f) = f~_~ g(t) exp(--2~ift) dt exists and is suitably band-limited. 
With the ansatz 
n--1 
g(t) = ~ Z g'Z'(k) sz(t - k), (2) 
i.e., denoting convolution by an asterisk., 
n--1 
g(t)= ~=-~ l [~og'Z'(t) '(t--k)]*sz(t)l ,  (3) 
it is required to determine the real sampling functions z(t ). For brevity, the 
dependence on n of sz(t ) is not included in the notation. Equation (3) is 
transformed into 
G(f) = i G(f -- k) ~, (2~ri)z(f-- k) z S~(f), (4) 
where S~(f) is the Fourier transform of st(t ). Defining 
1, I f[  < ½ 
rec t /= O, If] >/½, (5) 
let 
G(f) = G(f) rect (f/n) (6) 
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define the class B(n) of band-limited function g(t). For g(t) E B(n), n E J, the 
infinite sum over k in (4) reduces to a sum of n terms. 
For even n and 0 <~f < 1, (4) becomes 
(1 /2)n  n -1  
G(f) = ~' ~ (27ri)~(f- k) ~ G(f  - k) St(f),  
k=--l l /2)n+l /=0  
or  
(1/2) n+m n-1  
G(f) : ~. IG(f -- k) Z (2~i)t(f - k) ~ St(f)l; 
k=-(1/2)n+l+m /=0 
1 m<~f<l+m;  n even; m:- -~n ..... ½n- -1 .  (7) 
Similarly for odd n, 
(1/2) n -  (1/2) +m n-1  
G(f) = ~. IG(f -- k) ~. (2~i)~(f - k) ~ s~(X)I; 
k=--(1/2)n+(1/2)+m l=0 
- -½+m~f<½+m; nodd;  m : --½n + ½,..., ½n 2-1 (8) 
We postulate that the s~(t) be the same for all g(t) ~ B(n). From (7) and (8) 
this is only possible if 
E (2~i)*(f-- k) ~ Sz(f) = 8ko, (9) 
Z=0 
where for even n: 
k = --½n + l + m,..., ½n + m; 
and for odd n: 
m<f <m+ l; 1 m = --  ~n,..., ½n --  1, 
(10) 
k=- - In@½+m, . . . ,½n- -g - J -1  m; - -½@ m~<f<½-] -m;  
rn = --½n + ½,..., ½n -- ½. (11) 
Conversely, it is clear that Eqs. (9-11) are solutions of (7) and (8). According 
to (4) the domain of all S~(f) is of length n. Equations (9-11) mean that this 
domain is divided into n regions of unity length in each of which there are n 
equations each in the real and imaginary parts of the n functions (2ni)~S~(f). 
To solve Eqs. (9) note that the coefficients form a real (nonsingular) 
Vandermonde matrix M = (M~) ~ [ ( f -  k)*], which proves the consistency 
of (9) and the uniqueness of the S~(f). It also follows that (2~ri) t St(f)  is real. 
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For any g(t), not necessarily ~ B(n), the right-hand side of Eq. (1), if it 
exists, with st(t) corresponding to Eqs. (9-11) will be called the nth order 
cardinal function of g(t). It  and its first n --  1 derivatives coincide with g(t) 
and its corresponding derivates at all integer values of t. We therefore have 
the generalized sampling theorem: 
Any function of class B(n) is, a.e., equal to its nth order cardinal function. 
Any such continuous function is equal to its nth order cardinal function. 
The determinant ] M ] of M is independent o f f  and each S~(f) is therefore 
represented in the open interval bounded by adjacent integer values o f f  by 
a polynomial in f of degree n or less. There are n such polynomials. St(f)  
may have discontinuities at integer f. Explicitly, 
and 
n--1 
[ M I = (--1) (~/z)"(~-l) ~ kl, (12) 
k=l  
n--1 
(I/2)n(n--l) ~i -~ MOZ/k~= ~ (13) Sz(f) = (--1) (2 )  k!, 
subject to (10) and (11) for even and odd n, respectively, where M°l(f ,k)  is 
the 0, 1 cofactor of M. 
As an example consider n = 2 and real g(t). From (10), m = --1, 0. 
Because S~(f) = S~*(--f) it is sufficient o consider 0 ~f  ~< 1, i.e., m = 0. 
Thus k, l = O, 1, 
M OO=f-  1; M °1=-1 ;  
and from (13) and (10) 
So(f) ~- 1 - - f ;  S l ( f )  = 1/(2~i); 0 ~<f< 1. 
Therefore from (6) and St(f)  = S~*(--f), 
S0(f) = (1 - - f )  rect(½f) = (rectf)  , (rectf)  ~ A(f),  
S l ( f )  = (1/2~ri) sgnfrect(½f) = --(l/27ri) A'(f), 
so that, with sinc t ~ sin rr@rt, 
So(t ) = sinc ~ t; sl(t ) = t sinc ~ t, 
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or a.e. 
g(t) ~- ~ [g(k) sinc2(t - -  k) -k (t - -  k) g'(k) sinc2(t --  k). 
k=--oo 
This relation is due to Jagerman and Fogel (1956). 
In the general case it is simpler to state the result and then verify it. It is 
claimed that, a.e., there holds (2) with 
n-1  
s~(t) = ~ an~(t) ,  l = 0,..., n - -  1, (14) 
where 
~r(t) ~ (l/r!) t r sinc ~ t (15) 
and the coefficients ar~ are the solutions of 
Zt--1 
4v)(0) = E ~v)(0) a , z=Sw,  l '= l , . . . ,n - -1 ,  l=0 , . . . ,n - -1 .  (16) 
Proof. Equations (16) have a unique set of solutions a,.z because the 
coefficient matrix ~v)(0) is triangular with unity diagonal elements and 
therefore nonsingular. 
From (15), 
~')(k --  k') = 8u' 8~, ,  l' = 0,..., I, l = 0,..., n - -  1, k, k' ~ J 
and, thus, from (14) (for l' = 0,..., l -- 1) and from (16) (for l' = 1,..., n), 
s~V)(k - -  k') = 3 w 3~k,, l, l' = 0,..., n --  1, k, k' e J. (17) 
It follows that (2) holds for g in( t )=g(~) (k ) ;  l = 0,..., n - -1 ;  ke J .  The 
spectrum of sinc n t is the convolution product (rectf) * "" • (rectf), com- 
prising n factors. It vanishes outside f = --½n "" in. Its /th derivative; 
1 = 0,..., n -  1; is piecewise continuous (there exist everywhere right- and 
left-hand lth derivatives.) The spectrum of t ~ sineS(t); 1 = 0 ..... n --  1; is 
obtained from the convolution product by/- fo ld differentiation and multi- 
plication with (--2~i) -~, and the substitution of (t --  k) for t provides the 
factor exp(--2~rifk). These operations do not affect bandwidth and thus 
g(t) ~ B(n)  because it is a linear combination of terms of the form 
( t  - -  k )  ~ s incn( t  - -  k ) .  
Equations (2) and (14) therefore follow from the sampling theorem. 
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It can be shown that h(t) is of the form 
st(t) = P~(t) h(t) = P~z(t)(1/l!) t z sinc ~ t, 
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l = 0,..., n - -  1, 
P~z(t) is an even polynomial in t (its degree is n - - l - -  1 or n - - l - -2 ,  
whichever is even), and P~(O) = 1. It is found that 
P . . . .  1(0 = P,,~-2(t) = 1, 
P . . . .  a(t) = P . . . .  ,(t) = 1 q- (rrz/6) nt 2, 
P . . . .  5(t) = P . . . .  6(0 = 1 q- (~rZ/6) nt 2 q- (rr4/72) n(n q- 2/5)t 4, 
thereby completing the cases n - -  1 = 1 to 6. 
t = tz~ ~ =kq- tz~;  
I I I .  PERIODIC SAMPLING 
More generally, letg(t) and its first n - -  1 derivatives be sampled at 
0 ~ tl~ < 1; tz~ such that tz~ = t~, <=>p =p ' ;  
p=l  ..... mz; 1=0 ..... n - - l ,  (18) 
where 
n--1 
g( t ) ~ B ( z~=o m O" 
What is known is therefore 
Fz~(f) = F,~(f + q) = i 
k=--oz 
(2 r r i ) ' ( f -  k)' [exp 2~ri( f -  k) tz~ ] G(f -  k); 
l=O, . . . ,n - -1 ;  p = 1,..., mz ; q~J .  (19) 
For any given f the summation in Eq. (19) has ~2 mt terms and (19) are 
equations in the ~ mz unknowns 
Gk(f) =- G( f - -  k); 0 ~<f < 1; k = 1 - -  ½• m~ ..... Y. mz. (20) 
The determinant of coefficients in Eq. (19) is, with rows and columns 
labelled k and lp, respectively, 
] [2~r i ( f -  k)] ~ [exp 2rr i ( f -  k) tz~] [. 
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It is the product of exp(2~rif ~2 h~) and a Vandermonde determinant and 
does not vanish because, by Eq. (18), no two t~ with the same value for l 
are equal , /~ J, and 0 ~< t~ < 1. Thus there exists a unique solution for (19). 
The ~2[--o mz equations for Sz~(f)  are 
n-I  m~ 
~, Z (2~i)~(f - k) z [exp 2n i ( f - -  k) tz~] Sz~o(f) = 8o~ ; (21) 
~=0 1o=1 
where for even ~ m~ 
k=- -½~m~+lq-m, . . . , l~ ,m~q-m;  m<~f~.mq-1 ;  
m =- -½~m~, . . . ,½Em z -  1, 
and for odd ~ m~ 
(22) 
k=-½Zm~+l+m, . . . ,½Zm~-½+m;  -½+m~f<½-] -m;  
(23) 
m = --½Zm~ + ½,..., ½Z m~-- g. 
Since (19) has a unique solution, so has (21). The derivations of Eqs. (21-23) 
are similar to those of Eqs. (9-11). 
In the particular case in which g(t) and its derivatives are sampled simul- 
taneously, t~=t~;  l=0  ..... n - -  1;p=l  .... ,m;  so that~m~=mn;  the 
solution is 
i m n--1 
g(t) = ~ ~ g(~)(k q- t~) ~z~(t - -  k - -  t~), (24) 
k= -oo 1o=1 ~=0 
where 
n--1 
h~(t) = ~ a j~( t ) ;  l=O, . . . ,  n - -  1; p = 1 ..... m (25) 
1 2r~(t) = (l/r!) t r [sinc t sin zr(t -? t~ - -  t~) sin 7r(t~ --  tq) ; 
q=l = 
r= 1 .... ,n - - l ;  p= 1 ..... m; (26) 
and the coefficients ar~ are solutions of 
n--1 
g~)(O) a~, -= 8 n, ; l' = 1 ..... n - -  1; (27) 
r=g 
p = 1,..., m, 
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whose coefficient matrix ~gl(0) with fixed p is triangular with unity principal 
diagonal and therefore nonsingular. Indeed, 
~Wltk'~, q- tq --  k --  t )  = 8k~, 8 w 82)q (28) 
and therefore ga)(t); l = 0,..., n -  1; assumes the required values at the 
sample points. The sinc and sin functions in (26) have bandwith ½. The 
nth power of the square bracket corresponds to an mn fold convolution 
product and is therefore ~ B(mn) and n -  1 times piecewise continuously 
differentiable, so that the remaining factors do not affect bandwith. Thus 
g(t) ~ B(mn). Further, from Eqs. (24-26), g(t) is seen to be a continuous 
function of t. It follows that Eqs. (24-26) determine the unique continuous 
solution. 
With sample points as defined in Eq. (18) and m~ = m; l = 0 ..... n - -  1; so 
that ~ mz = mn but sampling of g(t),g'(t),...,g(~-l)(t) is not necessarily 
simultaneous; etting 
n--1 ~,  
Q~(t) = ~' az~z,~4a.~,(t); l = 0,..., n --  1; p ----- 1,..., m, (29) 
Z'=0 2)'=1 
where the h~(t) are defined in Eq. (25) and the t~ ; p = 1,..., m; are distinct 
and 0 ~< t~ < 1 but otherwise arbitrary (e.g., t~ = (p --  1)/m), there holds 
Eq. (24) upon substitution of s for ~ iff the (ran) 2 constants az~z,~, satisfy the 
(ran) ~ equations 
slV'(tt,2), --  tz,,) = 8 w a2)2), ; l, 1' ----= 0,..., n - -  1; p, p' ---= 1,..., m. (30) 
IV.  DEVIATIONS FROM PERIODICITY 
We define the set T of distinct "regular" sample points 
T = [* i l i e J ]  = [k + t~ ]ke J ;p  = 1 ..... m; 0 ~ t~ < 1], 
the set T' of eliminated regular sample points 
T' = [%' ] i = 1,..., r] C T; 
and the set T" of irregular sample points 
T" = [r:' I i = 1,..., r] 
H where the r i are such that (T - -  T') ~ T" = ~.  
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Let g(O(t) ~ B(mn)  be sampled at all points of T - -  T '  + T".  Then 
g(t) = ~ g(*)(.~) ,,..(t - ~)  + ~ g(*)(.;) ~,.;(t - ~;). 
r~a~ T-- T '  r~  T"  
To determine the sampling functions we define 
(31) 
~,~(t) = (l/r!) t ~ [sinc t sin rr(t --  % -- %) ~I sin rr(% -- %) 
= q=l 
~m =/:m 
'))(H( "/)]" × ( t+r  -% ( t+%-r  r - r  (%-% , 
(32) 
m qTz ' )) ~,,,;(t) = (l/r!) t ~ sin 7r(t + r % sin 7r(r rq 
() -0'))(fi )/fi ))1 tt t (T  ~o - -  Tq " " (t + ~; -  ( .~-  ~ X (t ~- r -  rq 
= = q=l q=l  
(33) 
Then 
n--1 
SlO ~ = ~ ar~Srp~(t ) ;  1 = 0 , . . . ,  /'/ - -  1;  O~ = 0 ,  1 ;  P0 - -  "r~, P1 =-  "i'; ; (34)  
.r=Z 
and the a~.~ are the solutions of 
n--1 
(~') au" , l' l,..., n 1 ; (35) $1pa (0 )  a, .~ : " : - -  
7"=1 
where in (34) and (35) 
0, % e T --  T'  
tt = 1, %~ T" (36) 
Proof. The sampling functions Eq. (34) satisfy 
(Y ) ,  ,r H sz~;( % --  %) = 8 u, 8~,  etc. 
By a partial fractions expansion they are seen to be linear combinations of 
expressions each of which is the product of mn factors where each factor is 
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either of form sinc(t - -  ~) or sin ~r(t --  a). Each factor is ~= B(1) and it follows 
as in the proof of Eq. (25) that g(t) ~ B(mn). 
Nonsimultaneous nonperiodic sampling can be dealt with on the basis of 
Eq. (34) in analogy with Eqs. (29) and (30). 
V. SAMPLING IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN 
Let B'(n) denote the set of entire function g(z), z = x + iy, such that 
g(x) eL2(R) (R is the real line), and 3 C such that 
]g(z)l ~ Ce<Y>. (37) 
A theorem of Paley and Wiener (1934) states that, for g(z) eB'(n), 
G(f)  eL2(--½n, ½n) such that 
f~" e2~,,c(f)d/. g(z) -~ -}. (38) 
Clearly, g(z) ~ B'(n) implies g(x) ~ B(n). But g(z) c B'(n), being an entire 
function, is completely determined by its values g(x) on R and it follows that 
the previous results for uniform sampling hold in the complex domain upon 
the replacement of t by z. 
Finally, let the sample points be hk; h E J; (h complex). The definitions 
=-- z/h and y(~) --= g(z) then reduce the problem to that of sampling of 
y(~) along R. 
Similar considerations apply to nonuniform sampling. 
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